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AM: This week the British government accused Russia of targeting 

UK scientists and meddling in the 2019 general election. Next 

week we expect to see at last, a report by the Commons 

intelligence and Security committee into Russian interference in 

British elections, Scotland and Brexit. Relations with the Kremlin, 

where President Putin has acquired huge new powers, are about 

as sunny as at the darkest moments of the Cold War. On Friday I 

went to speak to the new Russian ambassador in London, Andrei 

Kelin, and asked him that central question: Have Russian hackers 

been trying to steal Britain's vaccine research? 

 

AK: I don’t think so and I don’t believe in this story at all. There is 

no sense in it.  

 

AM: Because Britain’s National Cyber Security Centre said this 

week: “We’ve seen Russian spies who go by the name of Cozy 

‘Bear’ and ‘The Dukes’ hack and try and try to hack into the 

networks undertaking some of our vital research. We’ve been able 

to detect it.” Do you think they’re lying? 

 

AK: First of all I would like to explain things about cyber attacks, 

because there are normal ways to discuss cyber attacks and there 

are ways to discuss it via media of course. What we are proposing 

is to discuss it in a normal way and we suggest that it at several 

occasions to UK as well, to have bilateral consultations on this 

subject.  

 

AM: So can I ask whether these organisations, Cozy Bears and 

The Dukes and so forth, have any connection with Russian 

intelligence? 
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AK: I learnt about their existence from British media in fact. 

 

AM: Because they say, British intelligence says, they’re 95 percent 

certain that this is the Russian state. 

 

AK: Well in this world to attribute any kind of  computer hackers 

to any country it is impossible because it’s impossible to detect 

sometimes. As I understand this information goes three times 

around, around the world. 

 

AM: I suppose the problem is that it’s not just Britain saying this, 

the American’s are saying it and the Canadians are saying it. 

What’s the point, as it were, from the western side of making 

those kind of allegations? It seems senseless if there’s nothing 

there. It just makes things worse between our countries, so why 

did they say it? 

 

AK: Okay. Let us start with realities, where we stand on the issue 

of the vaccine.  The vaccine which you have mentioned that has 

been elaborated on here in Oxford together with AstraZeneca 

company: We have a commercial contract that has been 

established and signed recently with the Russian firm which is 

called BForm and this on commercial production of this product. 

Moreover, what is happening in Russia, we have studied 26 

different studies in different laboratories in the institutions to find 

the right vaccine. 

 

AM: In Russia? 

AK: In Russia itself. Out of these latest six studies we do believe, 

or at least our Minister of Health she does believe that three or 

four will come to market, to market. So the vaccine that is all this 

mess is going around it is just one product out of many.  
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AM: Let me turn to what Dominic Raab, our Foreign Secretary said 

this week.  Is it true that Russian interfered in the 2019 British 

General Election? 

 

AK: I think this his formulation was a bit more vague than you 

have mentioned, that he didn’t find proof of a massive 

involvement on it.   

 

AM: What he said was that he said “the government has 

concluded that it is almost certain that Russian actors sought to 

interfere in the 2019 General Election through the online 

amplification of illicitly acquired and leaked government 

documents.” He was talking about the trade documents which 

were leaked. And he is accusing Russia of being part of that 

process. 

 

AK: Hum um. Well I heard about that and I remember the very 

small scandal that has been raised in the press on the eve of 

elections. We do not interfere at all.  We do not see any point in 

interference because for us whether it will be Conservative Party 

or Labour Party at the head of this country we will try to settle 

relations and to establish better relations than now, either with 

this or with that.  

 

AM: Because the computer group Reddit for instance suspended 

61 accounts that showed a pattern of coordination as part of a 

campaign that had been described as originating from Russia. And 

that was 61 accounts they closed. This is happening all around the 

world and a lot of people in America, in Canada, in other western 

countries, in France, in Germany too are pointing the finger at 

Russia, election after election. 

 

AK: I will just appeal to the British common sense of it.  

 

AM: So you’re saying this is simply not happening? 
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AK: I do not know.  It might be happening, but why us, why 

Russian actors? Our policy is not a policy of interference in British 

elections. We do not have such a policy. We do not have a policy 

of interference in the elections in the United States.  

 

AM: What about your interest in Scotland? Are you as a 

government interested in the cause of Scottish nationalism? 

 

AK: Our interest in Scotland is only one: We are open for business.  

 

AM: I mean the reason I ask is that there are many people in this 

government and the Conservative Party at least who feel that 

Russia is enthusiast about breaking up the UK. 

 

AK: Interesting idea very frankly. I do not believe that Scotland 

will withdraw from United Kingdom because as I understand for 

Scotland it will be very uneasy to leave -  being separate from the 

United Kingdom.  

 

AM: The Foreign Secretary has made various allegations about 

Russia over the last few days. Have you spoken to him or any 

other member of the British government? 

 

AK: Er, no, I have only five minutes with your Foreign Secretary 

Minister and it was during New Year reception before the New 

Year.  

 

AM: Let me turn to what has perhaps been the biggest story 

between our two countries recently. Did you watch the BBC series 

‘The Salisbury Poisonings’?  

 

AK: I saw part of them. They are so dull I’m afraid that I couldn’t 

stand until the end of the first series but my colleagues have seen 

and later on they told me about it. 
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AM: So the UK says it’s got evidence to charge two men, alleged 

members of the Russian Military Intelligence Unit. Do  you know 

where they are now? 

 

AK: I have no idea. As others I have seen only once of the 

televised interviews by these two men when they have denied 

what has happened. 

 

AM: One of the reasons that many people in Britain suspect that 

Russia was definitely involved in the Novichok poisonings it what 

President Putin himself has said. He was asked by the Financial 

Times last year about this and he said: “Treason is the greatest 

crime possible and traitors must be punished. I’m not saying the 

Salisbury incident is the way to do it, but traitors must be 

punished.” And he then said of Mr Skripal, “Mr Skripal is a traitor 

to the homeland, he is simply a scumbag.”   

 

AK: No, I do not want deeper into this story because we decided 

with you what scope of the interview this will take. But anyway I’ll 

tell  you. We still do not know what has happened in reality. We 

know that something happened, then British government felt 

insulted and then it was asking what has happened, but British 

government do not want to disclose what is happening. So as for 

us it is easy. We are prepared to turn the page and am prepared 

to do business with Britain. We still do not understand why some 

spy story should disrupt this important business relationship which 

will be very helpful to Britain in time when it is exiting from the 

European Union, in time of Brexit when it needs more friends and 

more partners than the others. 

 

AM: Can I ask you one more thing about the Salisbury incident 

which is that the daughter of Dawn Sturgess who was the woman 

who died there is trying to get the inquiry widened to look at all 

sorts of international aspects of that. If she’s successful would go 
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and give evidence, or if you’re not the right person would you 

ensure that somebody from the Russian state is able to give 

evidence at the Coroner’s hearing? 

 

AK: This is belongs, this question belongs to those who are 

competent in it, to lawyers and to appropriate authorities. I am 

Ambassador  here. I am here for improving relations.  

 

AM: Let me ask you more generally then about Russia today and 

Britain’s relationship with Russia today because you have a new 

Constitution as of this month which gives President Putin powers 

to stay in office until I think 2032 or so and puts him almost in 

effect above the law. What kind of Russia are we dealing with? It’s 

no longer a democratic Russia, is it? 

 

AK: This is absolutely normal Russia which follows in its policy its 

own interests. By the way, speaking about the recent referendum 

on the Constitution I have to mention that Commission which is 

now studying the results they have discovered several cyber 

attacks, almost proceeding from the territory of the United 

Kingdom. But we do not accuse the United Kingdom that what has 

happened. 

 

AM: So you’re saying the UK was involved in trying to interfere in 

Russia elections or referendum? 

 

AK: I just said we are not accusing the United Kingdom as a state 

for interference in our referendum. This is not elections, 

referendum. But also we detected that some of these cyber 

attacks have come from the territory of the United Kingdom. 

There is a commission that is working now on that, on different – 

a commission established inside Moscow mainly by the parliament 

because they are also analysing different interferences.  
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AM: So we’re now in a situation where both sides are accusing the 

other and in particular where the United Kingdom has accused 

Russia, called out Russia of two sets of quite serious allegations 

about cyber attacks or espionage and has also banned on British 

soil 25 Russian citizens. The Russian government said on 

Thursday: “We would like to state any unfriendly actions against 

Russia will not be left without a proper and adequate response.” 

What is a proper and adequate response? 

 

AK: You referred to the last week’s Magnitsky  law that has been 

here an issue. This is a different, totally different. But believe me 

as for Magnitsky we will find a way to punish those who are 

making this type of – these type of sanctions, because sanctions 

are illegal. There is only one body who can impose sanctions and 

this is the United Nations, which, as you have earlier said, United 

Kingdom is a member of the Permanent Council.  

 

AM: So you will be targeting individuals who are involved in the 

Magnitsky process on the British side as well as the American? 

 

AK: I haven’t said that.  This is you who have said that, but 

probably it’s a good idea. 

 

AM: You think it’s a good idea. Are you worried about what’s going 

to be revealed in the Intelligence Security Report next week. It’s a 

big report by parliament about Russian involvement in the Brexit 

referendum and subsequent political events. 

 

AK: We will see what in the report. If it will be some piece of truth 

in it or some piece of interest for us then of course we are going 

to discuss this. So far I do not know. 

 

AM: Ambassador thanks very much indeed for giving your time to 

us.  

AK: Thank you very much.   
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Ends  


